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Record 1 of 2313
Title: One hundred poems from one hundred poets : being a translation of the Ogura Hyaku-nin-isshiu / by H.H. Honda.
Publisher: [Tokyo] : Hokuseido Press, [1957, c1956]

California State Library
Location: Calif. History Room (B-Gen) Call Number: HAIKU O529on 1957

Record 2 of 2313
Title: Orphic lute.
Publisher: Shawnee Mission, KS : Viola Gardner,

California State Library

Record 3 of 2313
Author: Ginsberg, Allen, 1926-1997.
Title: Haiku composed in the backyard cottage at 1624 Milvia Street, Berkeley 1955, while reading R.H. Blyth’s 4 volumes haiku.
Publisher: [1955]

California State Library
Location: Calif. History Room (B-Gen) Call Number: HAIKU G45ha 1955

Record 4 of 2313
Author: Huxley, Aldous, 1894-1963.
Title: The doors of perception / Aldous Huxley.

California State Library
Location: Calif. History Room (B-Gen) Call Number: HAIKU H89do 1954

Record 5 of 2313
Author: Reps, Paul, 1895-
Title: Zen telegrams : 79 picture poems / by Paul Reps.
Publisher: Rutland, Vt. : C.E. Tuttle, 1959 (10th printing, 1971).

California State Library
Location: Calif. History Room (B-Gen) Call Number: HAIKU R36ze 1971

Record 6 of 2313
Author: Kobayashi, Issa, 1763-1827.
Title: The autumn wind : a selection from the poems of Issa / translated and introduced by Lewis Mackenzie.
Record 7 of 2313
Author: Keene, Donald.
Title: La literatura japonesa / por Donald Keene ; traducción de Jesús Bal y Gay. 1a. ed. español
Publisher: México : Fondo de Cultura Económica, 1956.

Record 8 of 2313
Title: Vollmond und Zikadenklänge : japanische Verse und Farben / Vorwort und Übersetzung aus dem Japanischen von Gerolf Coudenhove.

Record 9 of 2313
Author: Bowie, Henry P.
Title: On the laws of Japanese painting : an introduction to the study of the art of Japan / By Henry P. Bowie ; with prefatory remarks by Iwaya Sazanami and Hirai Kinza.

Record 10 of 2313
Author: Kilbride, Jerry.
Title: Papers,
Online Access: http://helios.library.ca.gov/cahistory/2004/ca0268.jpg
Record 11 of 2313
Title: Japanese haiku : translated from the masters of the seventeen-syllable poetic form : Basho, Buson, Issa, Shiki, Sokan, Kikaku, Ransetsu, Joso, Yaha, Boncho and others.
Publisher: Mount Vernon, N.Y. : Peter Pauper Press, 1955.

California State Library
Location: Calif. History Room (B-Gen) Call Number: HAIKU J264ja 1955

Record 12 of 2313
Author: Ingalls, Jeremy, 1911-
Title: These islands also : poems / Jeremy Ingalls. 1st ed.
Publisher: Rutland, Vt. : C.E. Tuttle Co., 1959.

California State Library
Location: Calif. History Room (B-Gen) Call Number: HAIKU I54th 1959

Record 13 of 2313
Author: Henderson, Harold Gould.
Title: An introduction to haiku : an anthology of poems and poets from Basho to Shiki / Harold G. Henderson.
Publisher: Garden City, N.Y. : Doubleday, 1958.

California State Library
Location: Calif. History Room (B-Gen) Call Number: HAIKU H35in 1958
Location: Sutro Library (RR) Call Number: 895.1 H49i

Record 14 of 2313
Author: Herrigel, Eugen, 1884-1955.
Title: Zen in the art of archery / by Eugen Herrigel ; with an introduction by D.T. Suzuki ; translated by R.F.C. Hull.

California State Library
Location: Calif. History Room (B-Gen) Call Number: HAIKU H37ze 1960

Record 15 of 2313
Author: Gregory, Horace, 1898-
Title: Amy Lowell; portrait of the poet in her time / Horace Gregory.

California State Library
Location: Circulation Room (S) Call Number: B L9142g
Location: Calif. History Room (B-Gen) Call Number: HAIKU G734am 1958